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PANEL BAG
A bag that has a clear panel that runs from the top to bottom 
of bag. This allows the product to be seen without having to be 
touched. Commonly used in bread bags.

PATTY PAPER
Hygienic interleaving paper for use between meat patties, where 
the patties are formed manually. Can also be used as interleave 
between small slices of cooked meats and cheese slices. NOT 
recommended for use on high-speed automatic meat patty 
forming machinery. 

PATTY PAPER FORMATIC
Developed specifi cally for use on fully automatic high-speed 
meat patty forming machinery. Available in several sizes and hole 
punched for use on machines such as the Hollymatic or plain for 
use on Formax type machines.

PATTY PAPER DOUBLE
FORMATIC
Developed specifi cally for use on fully automatic high-speed 
meat-forming machinery. Two sheets of paper laminated together 
to ensure easy frozen release. Available in several sizes and hole 
punched for use on machines such as the Hollymatic or plain for 
use on Formax type machines.

PEACH STEAK PAPER
A peach colored sheet or roll with unique blood and water hold 
out properties for wrapping meats and other moist items. With 
its high tear and burst resistance, this product helps to prevent 
bones breaking through the wrap.

POLYETHYLENE FILM
A high-density fi lm that has strong grease and moisture 
resistant characteristics. Product is interfolded and packaged in 
a dispenser type carton.

QUILON 
A special coating that provides good wet strength and release. 
Used as a bakery pan liner and as an interleaver for
dough products.

RELEASE
A characteristic that refers to how a product adheres to the
material being used. An example would be silicone pan liner 
which has excellent release.

SCALE PAPER
Usually a waxed sheet that is placed on a scale to prevent the 
food from touching it when being weighed.

SEMI WAX 
A specialized waxed paper that contains release and wet 
strength characteristics.

SHEETING
Process whereby machine takes up to 16 rolls at a time and cuts 
product into large sheets up to a maximum length of 65".

SILICONE COATED PARCHMENT
A natural, biodegradable and acid free product that is stronger 
wet than dry, taste and odor free, heat resistant and is the least 
fl ammable paper (will not burn or char easily). Kosher approved 
and Pareve in accordance with Jewish Dietary Law requirements 
– Star K.

SLEEVE
A product in the style of a bag that has an open top and side.

SLITTING & REWINDING
Process whereby machine will slit a large roll into the required 
width or multiple widths.  Maximum width capacity of 72".

S.O.S. BAG
Self-opening style bag also referred to as automatic bakery bag.  
Hold and open with one hand and fi ll with the other or will stand 
open on counter with square bottom feature.

STEAK PAPER
A treated product used as a tray liner and an interleaving sheet 
between pieces of freshly cut meats for display in refrigerated 
display cases. Also serves as a scale paper in wrapping process.

WAXED ONE SIDE
For protective wrapping of meat, poultry, and fi sh as the waxed 
side is in contact with the food while the uncoated side can be 
used to note the weight and/or price with a writing instrument.

WAX TWO SIDES
W2S is often referred to as “double coated” or “wet waxed” 
because a heavy coating of wax is applied to both sides of the 
paper. Is widely used in meat packing plants and wholesale and 
retail meat outlets.

WET WAX
Process of waxing whereby the paper is dipped through the wax 
bath to ensure wax is applied to both sides.

WET STRENGTH
Physical property of the paper that indicates its residual strength 
after being saturated with water.

WHITE KRAFT
An uncoated white paper available in an MF (machine fi nished) 
or an MG (machine glazed) fi nish. Available in various weights.

WINDOW BAG
A bag that contains a clear window that runs from the lip at the 
opening of the bag to the bottom of the bag. Otherwise referred 
to as a panel bag. Commonly used for bread bags.
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